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A critical phase of global
economic slowdown was last

experienced in 2008, which is
popularly known as financial
crisis, 2008. It was due to major
hedging of the funds in financial
industry at global level. But this
time it’s the Nature’s hit. COVID-
19 has turned up horrible. Severe
economic injuries were felt in China
during end of the 2019. Within a
short span of time it spread all over
the world. Initially recession enter
into China in the form of Corona
virus and shortly the whole world
seized into recession. The
consequences were unbearable and
economically painful for China. It
had brought drastic decline in the

employment during 2020, and there
will be around 25 million people
bear involuntary unemployment.

Unfortunately, India is a
country where 58 per cent of its
population earned their livelihood
through agriculture sector. And
being the most sensitive sector its
growth has plunged down. The
sector of Indian economy
considered as its backbone has
become fragmented and almost
ruined temporarily. Some of the
Indian states were already bearing
with unexpected rainfall issues
during the month of January and
February of this year. Then
prolonged lockdown acted as
double whammy. According 2011
census, 13.7 per cent is contributed
by agriculture sector to the GDP.
Following are the India’s major
export products to the world.

India’s visible trade was already plunged by 3 per cent during 2019. Before it could have
reached towards its previous position pandemic crisis hit Indian economy and has made
exports situation as critical as never before. As per WTO records global trade has declined
from13 to 33 per cent due to pandemics after effects. The freshly released agriculture export
policy (2018, by Ministry of Commerce) of India was meant to achieve its target in 2020. It
was expected to double the income of farmers by 2020 but COVID-19 has made them even
more vulnerable. If we throw light on 2018-19 trade figures US$303.7 billion accounted for
India’s total visible exports out of which US$38.5 billion received through agriculture exports
only. Agriculture exports have a significant share of 12.6 per cent in total merchandise exports
of India during 2018-19. Thats why it is needed to examine the status of Indian agriculture
exports. The present study highlights how severely COVID-19 has hit Indian agriculture exports
particularly during March-April 2020. It has also attempts to bring out a clear picture of the
prominent Indian agriculture exports. And how global trade restrictions have discourage Indian
exports (mainly agriculture exports).

Keywords: Visible Trade, Agriculture Export Policy, Covid-19, Global Trade, WTO, Agriculture
Exports.

exports of China. A total fall in the
Chinese exports till February 2020
is accounted as 17.04 per cent. In
the context of India, China is the
major trade partner of India, 36 per
cent of India’s diamonds are being
exported to China besides that
marine food is the another
important commodity of Indian
exports to China. Due to shut down
of economic activities, India’s
fishing sector has lost `1,300 crore
(Report by FICCI). At present, the
pandemic has seized up the growth.
IMF has announced on 23 March
2020 that there will be negative
economic growth worldwide
during 2020 and any recovery is
only expected in 2021. Along with
IMF, International Labour
Organization has also come up
with a statement which says world
is going to face a massive un-
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• Diamond

• Refined petroleum

• Rice (Basmati, non- Basmati)

• Aluminum

• Raw sugar

Out of five major export
commodities two belongs to the
traditional sector of India that is rice
and raw sugar. Following
represents the major agriculture
exports of India to the world.
• Basmati Rice
• Non-Basmati Rice
• Fresh vegetable

• Ground nuts
• Fresh fruits

India is the largest rice exporter
in the world after Maldives and
Thailand, it is known for the quality
of its basmati rice. As far as sugar is
concerned it is the third major
exporter of raw sugar at global level.
Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra
together produce 70 per cent of
sugar in India. Data maintained by
United Nation has revealed that
India’s agriculture exports fell
down to ̀ 211.50 billion (till January
2020) against `233.80 billion in
December 2019. But actual and
severe decline in exports was
experienced in the month of March
and April 2020. At present, there is
lack of data for these months but
some articles were found to be
helpful in writing this piece.

From April 2019 to December
2019, exports of basmati and non-
basmati rice are calculated as $2.98
and $1.45 billion respectively.
Major destinations for India’s rice
remained Middle East, South Asia,
SAARC, EU and the US. Spices are
the important commodity of Indian
primary export. As India is the

largest producer consumer and
exporter of spices at global level.
Spices export accounted for $2.25
billion till December 2019. Indian
spices are famous for their
distinctive taste, fragrance and
texture. Due to COVID-19
pandemic, exports of spices is
suffering and due to lack of demand
in overseas, prices are falling down
such as Indian cardamom whose
prices fell down to 50 per cent.
Turmeric, ginger and garlic are in
high demand in domestic markets
as they are major immunity booster
supplements. Demand for Indian
turmeric increased by 300 times in
UK and Germany during March but
due to sealing of borders, exporters
are not able to reap out the benefit
and ultimately India’s exports
undergo suffering. An article
published on 20 April by Ministry
of Foreign Affairs revealed that
exports of Indian spices faced an
acute fall. Although domestic
demand has increased. But due to
stagnancy in economic activities
particularly trade international
demand has sink down. China,
Vietnam and UAE are major
demanding countries of Indian
spices but due to sealing of borders
trade is not possible and the
situation is moving towards the
path of vulnerability. Exports of tea
till December 2019, reached to $535
million (DGCI&S). Major exports
destination for Indian tea are Iran,
the US, UK, UAE, and China. As we
know due to blocking of trade
routes, export is not possible as a
consequence of it exporters and
farmers are in severe loss. Ministry
of Agriculture of India on (9 May
2020) has also highlighted that
export of mango pulp and cotton
lining can significantly decline.
These two items are used by China

as a raw material. So there is
expected decline in their exports.
Besides that other issues are also
raised like, what would happen to
the stock of tea, because India is the
4th largest exporter of tea. Now we
shed some light on close substitute
of tea that is Coffee. India’s
contribution in global coffee
production us 3.14 per cent and it
is the fifth largest exported of Coffee
in the world. From April 2019 to
March 2020, its export accounted as
$712.13 million. In India, 70 per
cent of coffee is exported and 30 per
cent is for fulfilling domestic
demand. As government is aware
of the perishable nature of primary
goods it has removed halt on
exports of some commodities. It is
expected that due to lack of
international demand, price of
agriculture goods should drop
down. But as per some local buyers
(Aligarh, UP) prices of vegetables
and fruits has shoot up (during mid
of April 2020). It is not due to lack
of productivity but due to restriction
on transport. Even inter-state
transport is not allowed because of
life taking virus infection. According
to sources, farmers have plunged
their produces into river because
they can’t make it reach to the
markets or mandis. According to an
article published on 12 April 2020,
in Nainital district 70 per cent of
vegetables wasted due to deficiency
of buyers, middlemen and
agriculture labour that helps in
crop harvesting and storage. The
same article has also exposed that
wheat, gram, mustard, tomato,
capsicum and onion are ready to
harvest in West Bengal. But due to
lack of agriculture labour and inter-
state transport, farmers are not able
to harvest them. That will promote
decline in agriculture exports of
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India. Lockdown series is
reluctantly placing agriculture
sector into trouble. It is because rabi
crop is ready to harvest from April
to June 2020. As we know in India
agriculture workers are generally
migrants, they migrate from their
native state to other states for the
sake of their livelihood. For
instance, workers migrate from
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh to Jammu
& Kashmir and Maharashtra.
During COVID-19 lockdown some
workers are stuck to their native
place due to travel restriction they
can’t reach to the work fields. That
leads to create hurdles in the
process of harvesting and related
issues. So this is how COVID-19 is
abruptly and gravely affecting
agriculture sector and its exports.
Due to the perishable nature of these
goods farmers and government are
helpless. And that is why Indian
Agriculture Ministry has taken a
move of approval of exports on some
important agriculture goods.
Recently, the concerned ministry
has also depicted that India is in a
state to reap benefit out of trade
restriction against Chinese
products. And the commodities that
India can grab into its export basket
are - honey, soya beans, grapes,
potatoes and ground nuts. Besides
that Canada and the US are major
onion importer of China. India may
also capture Canada and the US
markets for exporting onion. If we
throw light on latest data exposed
by Sugar Mill Association it is only
in March and April (2020) sale of
sugar declined by 10 lakh tonne.
Same source has also elucidated the
loss of the sugar production of 63.70
lakh tonne as against last year (1
October 2019 to 30 April 2020).
According to WTO Officials, during

2020, a downward swing is
expected in global trade between 13
to 32 per cent. It has also declared
that consequences of COVID-19
pandemic on global trade will be
more vulnerable and risky than
financial crises of 2008. All the
countries can face a reduction in
trade in double digit, particularly
trade of automobile and electronic
items severely suffer. And lastly
service trade can witness worse
period due to direct hit by COVID-
19 which impose serious restriction
on travel.

Almost all the relative sources
accepts that outcome of recent
COVID-19 pandemic anticipated to
be painful at both micro and macro
level. For instance, the price hike of
milk, vegetables, fruits, meat (during
March-April) is hurting the pockets
of common men. Recently an
increase in excise duty on petrol
and diesel will also contribute in
raising transport cost and hence
India’s exports will become
expensive (for a short span). In the
midst of crises, Government of India
has finally allowed exports of
essential and significant farm
products – rice, wheat, dairy, and
processed food. Even China and
Iran have placed their orders for
black tea and rice. APEDA has
approved 9759 phytosanitary E-
certificates to the exporters. It
signifies that India’s exports have
moved towards the path of recovery.
Recently NAFED has exported
immense amount of wheat to
Afghanistan which is around 50000
tonnes and 40000 tonnes of grains
exported to Lebanon. Trade
Promotion Council of India has
recently announces to keep on with
export incentives of around ̀ 40000

crore for the next year in order to
protect the interest of exporters.
Trade Promotion Council of India
has also examined that domestic
demand for food items mainly
processed food and spices which
have long shelve life, raised by 15
to 20 per cent during lockdown
period. In addition to this, IMF has
recently forecasted the decline in the
economic growth in advance
countries by 6 per cent and in less
develop countries by 1 per cent.
Which indicates global economy is
badly hit by the spread of COVID-
19 pandemic. Therefore, respective
governments are working tirelessly
to overcome the situation. In India,
exports under special economic
zone (SEZ) are permissible. COVID-
19 effects have pressured the Indian
government to announce
agriculture reforms. According to
sources, government is working on
reforms in agriculture sector, along
with agriculture marketing, main
focus will be on raising farmer’s
income. Besides that, government is
intensely working on the revival of
import substitution policy of India.
Government should frame reforms
in the light agriculture export policy
of India (2018) whose target was to
double the income of farmers by the
end of 2020.  Besides that, in order
to provide financial support and
food security to the poor,
government of India has launched
Garib Kalyan Yojana. During this
tough span, government is seeking
time and looking for the best
solution for the farmers and
exporters. One of the essential
elements of agriculture sector is
harvesting technique, so there
should be some modification in
harvesting  techniques  in  order  to
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